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I would certainly be willing to consider sub- 
missions of fiction -- and yes, even poetry -- to Cdth, tho I should point out that with 
the screaming exception of my own dubious efforts I am very strict about what I print 
in that line. I dislike 99~ of the amateur fiction (fantasy & sf) I see, and have read 
only a couple of amateur poems I've been able to enjoy. A mention in Mythril would be delightful! (I'm mostly interested·in 
articles, esp. on sf themes.) /J!;/~{R. 
3 
••• I (attempt to) write fiction myself, and 
I take an interest in others' efforts. Ned ((Brooks, who in ICI'l'M #2 said Cdth was folding 
--ed.)) was understandably confused about 
Carandaith; I wrote my editorial rather am- biguously. I will continue pubbing that fanzine, only the name and content may well 
change. But it'll be the same entity i.e., my main publishing effort (ta-da). 
Ohl I have a question which you might know the answer to. Is there any news 
(recent or otherwise) about the Silmarillion? 
Perhaps 3 years ago the Tolkien Society at the U of Illinois bad a distinguished lec- 
turer (whose name I've forgotten!) who had 
actually worked with and/or for Tolkien 
collecting, editing & typing materials for it. The person said that the book was really 
about done, but that Tol.kien insisted on 
polishing & repolishing it. The lecturer was of the opinion that it would not see 
print untii after Prof. Tolkien's death. Has anything new come up?//Nope.// 
Think I'll go finish Asimov's new novel and go to bed. 
Sorry to have bored you with such a long letter. 
//Enjoyed every word, especially the 
gripes.// 
Alpajpuri, c/o CARANVAITH 
Box 28 Vashon, WA 980?0 
ning the contents of Mythrii and particular- ly this last issue. I am disturbed by the overwhelming predominance of "vhimay" in 
recent stories. Now_ I have nothing against lighthearted fairy tales, I enjoy them, 
especially when they're as excellent as ·Tatiana Szeftel's "Juniper Hill" or your 
own "Pa-Mun-Ki in the Happy Country" but 
still I feel a better balance could be main- 
tained. Tolkien, Lewis and especially 
Williams have a very dark side to their vritings, and for every happy fairy tale 
there is a horror story of equal literary 
worth. (Actually this is all an under- handed argument in favor of my owo writing, 
which is usually best known for pessiclism, lack of humor and ugliness.) 
In an~ case I thought Lois Du Lac's The Last Witch by far the best piece in the 
magazine.----rcan see why she copywrited 
(copywrote?) it. There is a darkness and terror to it which works very well. Your own "King Helgi" also seemed more serious 
in its intent. "Reflections of Sound Waves" was very funny. I still laugh when I think of the last lines. 
There were only three pieces which I 
really disliked, the two untitled things and "Tea, Tao etc." With my luck, I'm probably criticizing the two wealthy Californians who finance your operation, or your best 
friends or something, and ruining all my chances of attaining fame as a writer, but 
~eally I didn't think that they belonged in a magazine as good as yours. 
Concerning Mythril 2,1 
You always seem upset about lack of 
artwork but to my way of thinking what art 
you do have is often superior. In this issue the cover illustration is easily of prof. caliber. Pages?, 8, 9 & 15 are also excellent. Only Amra, of the amateur fantasy magazines, surpasses you, but then half of their stuff is done by fulltime pros. 
I have one major gripe to make concer- 
just finished typin~ a lon~ short story (c. 10,000 words) of what might be called 
sword and sorcery, although I ~uess it really isn't. (~o sex, for one thing.) (What I hope is that Ferman will consider it an 
F&S? story!) It's more a juxtaposition of 
UiiIVerses story. 
Are you familiar at all with the fan- nish world of Coventry? It was created by 
several fans--.?aul Stanbery, lJavid 1-icDaniel, 
Bruce relz, etc.--some years back, and was used as the setting of a lot of fantasy- 
adventure stories. It eventually broke up 
in much bittarness, because of arguments to the effect that it was an unhealthy wish-fulfilment set-up, 
combined with disagreements among the crea- 
tors over where its history should go next. Anyhow, this story is baaed on a Coventry story I wrote at the time. 
//Wish I were far.ri.liar with Coventry. Any- body care to revive it? And what are the 
sub-universe Rules and ~egs, if any? rlope 
the new story clicks for you. The argument seems to have been over whether the Quest tlero/ine should have it easy or rough. Can 
see that debate between Jung, Aristotle, 
Wagner, Plato and Marx. (Jos. Campbell as moderator~.// 
i~iichael !·I. Levy 10124 Peach ?arkway 
J..pt N206 Skokie, Ill. 60076. 
Ruth Berman 
5620 Edgewater Blvd. , Minneapolis, Minn. 5541? 
I liked the drawing you put with my poem in Mythril--and, of course, got '!luch pleasure out of seeing my very own words in print. 
'l'rading Mythril for No //one of ber two 
'zines--see notices//--well, I'd be happyTo, but it may be unfair to you, as M costs more than h. As I look over (the back issues I 
bave on hand), it occurs to me that I publish 
a fairly large amount of material likely to interest riythopoeic members. Not surprising, 
seeins I share Mic interests, but it hadn't 
occurred to me before. Anyhow ••• Yes, I'm 
still doine; T-1·.egative. (l'iaybe you'd like me to add a trade for it to the trade for rt? 
that'd make it about even.) 
I just had a fantasy story published, 
"·i'he Blood ·J.'hereof," in the January Jewish 
!!'rontier. i\ot a myth type story--a COllll.C va~pire story. ~n current projects ••• 
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HOBBI'l', medieval genres parodied in FARMER 
GILES OF HAM, a translation of a Danish poem on the medieval legend of Valdemar and Tove, 
Old Norse saga and Poul Anderson's BROKEN SWORD, Malory and T.H. White, the Welsh 
HABINOGION and Lloyd Alexander's Pryd~n books, and that sort of th.ing.) 
ORCRIST sells·for a dollar a copy; sub- scriptions are 4 issues for 53.50. ORC- RIST is published on a very irregular 
schedule:- at least once a year, sometimes oftener, depending on when we have enough 
good material on hand to justify putting out an issue and how fast we can get it out. 
Combining ORCHIST with 'l'J led to 
all sorts of awkward problems, wbICb is why we stopped the merger even before the TSA (sadly) folded. I'm not keen on the idea of trying it again with tfYTHLORE or anything 
else. Too much of a strain on all concerned. 
Actually, CA.RANDAITH gave up any special Tolkienian orientation some issues ago, so 
there's really nothing new in that. Paj still counts Tolkien among bis interests 
and may publish an occasional article re- lated thereto; still, I'm sorry the 'zine's 
not ~oing to do more in this vein. However, we still have HYTHLORE, PARMA ELl>ALAt-':liERotl, 
the various Mythopoeic Society conferences 
with proceedings, ORCRIST, ANDURIL, probably · occasional issues of MIJ.tAS TIRITH BVENING 
STAR, RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY and EXTRAPOLATION use Tolkien-related articles occasionally, and such articles sometimes appear in other 
journals. So there are still a number of independent places where a fan or an academic (or someone who's both!) can submit Tolkienist 
articles. That ou~ht to keep us healthy for a while. Ob, and I mustn't forget UNICOIUI, which had a very good article on funeral customs in LO'l'R in the last issue, and may 
have other Tolkien-related articles at 
times. Actually, I don't think Tolkien fan- dom is badly off. There should be a number of zines or journals available, so as to 
provide a few different editorial perspec- tives; but having too many could produce a 
surfeit of stuff; the present situation seems rather nice, then. ((Having read ORCRIST 6, the special C.S. Lewis issue, I wonder does he mean "nice" or "N.I.C.E.?11--ed.)) 
Thomas Luke wilson 7556 Apperson St. 
·11ujunga, CA 91042 
My copy of l'!ythril #5 is sitting 
in my car (in a filling station being worked on), but I have my other copies of Nytbril with me and will try to comment on content. 
I don't feel I can truly comment on poeCJS; other than this ••• 
I rate "The Forging" and Juniper 
Hill" as equal.//M~thril #1// As for "Juni- 
per Hill" I think it will outlast many of 
the other pieces ••• printed and should be considered for book publishing by the Mythopoeic Press, if it continues its present 
quality. It can be enjoyed by both young and 
old. "Hight of the ·,folves" is one of tbe best pieces, in my opinion, to appear in 
M~tbril. //#3// It is on the same order as "'ihe Conqueror" of the first issue. "Juni- 
per Hill," as always, is charming and enjoyable ••• with illustrations by Farley and Kirk. "Richard" was our mood piece of 
the issue and well done. "The Homeless" fit 
the cover nicely ••• but might have been bet- ter if the author hadn't been limited to a 
certain length. 
"The Winning of Emer" I /Mythril ;.A// belongs in the class of epic, and as such I 
4 tlJR(;; 
••• I particularly liked "The Winnin~ of 
:.mer," with its mythic richness and sugp;es- tions of the rhythms of Irish speech. 
3c.'l'lehow ::: had the notion that MYTllUIL was devoted to fantasy fiction, so I was a bit surprised to see that "Ni~ht of .the 
:-iol ves 11 (this instalment anyway) had nothin; particularly far.tastic about it, unless it's the "myth" of the r-avcnang wolf; but it was 
an entertaining story. I oust con.fess that l coi.:l<i.n't r;rasp the internal lo~ic of "A 
..iues tion of Heali ty, 11 and would like some- one to explain it to me. Why was the story set during a theatrical performance? Pre- sumably the prota?,onist's rejection of im- 
mortality on Olym~us dooms her "to wander alone, devouring (her) own soul1 and avoid the paths of :nen till (she) die\s)," since 
that is the author's version of what happened 
to ~ellerophon (as I recall the original myth, 3ellerophon was killed after being thrown from ?e~asus, as punishment for bis 
~). Why is such a penalty called for 
~story's terms? why was she ever of- fered a place on Olympus anyway? As for the other pi~ces in the issue, I also enjoyed 
reading them--but enough. I'm afraid I can't 
tal<e the time now to comment in any detail, and anything less won't ~ve the authors either construc~ive criticism or very mean- 
ingful praise, since I won't be able to dis- 
cuss my reasons for my likes and dislikes. The issue is also very attractively illus- trated. 
••• ~e don't use fiction, but do publish occasional verse; and we very much need illustrations. ORCRIS·r is basically a 
scholarly journal, more like HYTHLORL than 
l'IYTrlRIL, with essays (graceful, readable criticism aimed at a general audience), 
biblio~raphy, parodies, book reviews, letter column, and the like, on Tolkien and other 
f&sf authors in literature or any other ·medium, and with a special interest in medi- eval influence on any contemporary art-form 
whether fantasy or not. ('l'o illustrate, ORCHI~.;·r 7, which I pray will be printed soon, 
will feature articles on BE()'y/ULF and 'l'HE 
Dick ·,/est, c/o ORC:US'l' 
614 Langdon St. Nadison, ..Vise. 5j70; 
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by J. R. Christopher 
f}112w 
'!'he .::>acred .::>pirit bears us up, 
!:>ustains us all-- We circk the Field of Arbol 'round 
With tunes which make the spheres resound; 
And to our own untiring sound, 
No dying fall! 
Yet silver trumps shall snarl our song, 
Our hymn destroy-- Ahen music shall the sky untune, 'I'he Daughter, golden rose in band, 
Shall then pronounce each single doom, 
or Joy, of joy! 
Oh when the Mother made the world, We sang, we sang! ~hen all was young, when all was fresh, 'Fore 'Ressea was ta'en from West, 
Ou= silver voices blent enmeshed-- ·rhe heavens rang! 
7eu1a QQ.DY•nti.ou. W. could. pubU..tl ill llnll- 
~ftt, tf 'Onn &g::N_., one or two hiator!iil .to be changed //tictionall7// to create a different world. //You 111ean, had Harold won at Haatinga, would we be. speaking Saxon? 
or other permutations// Ve could extend invitations to authors living in California to make up a panel, to diaeuaa creating a secondary vorld based on thia change. Tho•• that stay on could comment on any papers any aspiring author or authoress has to submit on tbe theme. //The "Vhat it?" theme is a valid and very 
productive one in fantasy fiction, and the suggestion migbt elicit many good reaponaea. But why limit it as to subject? True, you 
would get more of a standard for comparison, but you could also lose anyone not interested 
in the particular event or events selected. "Vhat-if"fing usually calls tor a working 
familiarity with the period involved. I'd 
prefer letting those interested choose their 
own favorite "slice or history." For any Inklings II panel, we might get Peter Beagle, 
Poul Anderson possibly, but we won't be going 
in with WesterCon this year. I'd like to see 
a panel on "Faery vs. the Dark Side" with Galen Peoples, Tati8na Szeftel, Dave Hulan 
~nd Paula Marmor and any others interested. 
with either Gracia-Fay or Glen moderating. ~t least, these seem to be the people 
most interested in the question of fantasy 
mood, purpose, and style whom I have heard. About your classification, which reminds me 
of Dave Hulan's assignment ot sins to Williams 
novels, it seems largely to hold up. But Lewis' Till We Have Faces is Love all the way 
through-;-the"l"aISi"""love of Orual for Psyche, the simple love ot the peasant woman for 
bloody Ungit's stone, the love of the God for both sisters, rsyche and Orual--which 
abundance of images make it for me, the most impressive of his novels. Agreed, there are 
no .formalized "faiths" in Lo'.l'R, and love as between Aragorn and Arwen always goes on 
offstage. But there is love between Frodo and Sam, love even for Smeagol/Gollum. Hope in the mallorn-seed, in the curing o.f 
Theoden and of Faramir, in the Scouring of tne Shire--hope gives LoTR much of its spirit. Williams and Love--coinberence, ~xchange--yes, that seems to describe his 
novels and his Arthurian poetry.--LR// 






have claaaed it with tiction. It •ay, ac- 
tually be better than "Juniper Hill,' but 
I don't know enough to be sure. "Deatb Da;r 
Celebration" is on a level with "Richard." 
It is different from most stories appearing 
in lj:rthril, and I don't agree with tbe re- 
ligious question it raises: that a person 
has tbe right to take his own lite when he 
feels he has outlived bis time. 
As to our conversation //at a 
recent Inklings II meet// on the three 
authors: I stated that Lewis writes on 
the virtue of Faith, Tolkien on the virtue 
of Hope, and williams on the virtue ot Charity (Love). This is the reason, I believe, that Lewis so admired the works of Williams. 
Lewis, in all the books on the 
reading list, tries to write about love, but with the exception of the Hrossa in 
Out of the Silent Planet, all he succeeds 
iii"""covering"""'IS"1'iith. Faith is an outline for love, but is not love itself. Lewis 
thus never really succeeds, in my opinion, in showing what Joy was, in any but an ab- 
stract way. This, I believe, was why he so loved the works of #illiams, which are just 
about all Love. 
Tolkien, on the other hand, 
writes of hope, which is a more concrete virtue than Faith. The LoTR theme is 
hope. #i thout hope, ·rolkien' s characters would perish. He succeeds in some of his works, in showing love, but (with th~ ex- 
ception of Leaf £.l Niggle) it plays only 
a supporting role. 
Williams is the author of Charity (Love) of the three authors. A good example of this is Descent into Hell ••• 
Stanhope i'S\is&cr"to show what love 
is when used correctly. The Anstruthers, Pauline and her grandmother, show what love can do when used correctly. wentworth, on 
the other hand, shows what happens to a person who abuses and corrupts the virtue of Charity. He is destroyed a little more each time he 
goes against the virtue, and Williams points out that if at any time he would reverse him- 
self, Charity would save him rather than destroy him. 
i still think it would be nice if we could have a panel workshop for this 
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"Ob, alas!" cried Pa-t'iun-Ki, and "Oh, alas!" cried the merchants and the candle- 
vendor. Other townspeople now came out of their houses and shops to join the crowd. 
A fare womao bustled by, her two plump arms around an empty basket. Her apron 
dripped egg.. "Sad news? No chickens! That's sad news! I was going to be a fine 
rich lady!" 
"!'<lo chickens!" wailed Pa-Mun-Ki, 
"Oh, alas!" And "Oh, alas!" wailed the 
crowd. rJ/( {p 6 
"The pain 
Oh, oh, 
"A. little , " said Pa-Mun-Ki. seemed to ease for just a moment. 
it's coming on a.gain! Oww!" 
"Sadder!" cried the merchant. "We need something sadder!" 
A. nobleman in fine brocade trudged by leading a limping horse. The man's pants. 
were torn aod the long feather of his cap 
was bent in haJ.f. "Sad? A thrown horse- shoe is sad! I've bad to wallc these seven 
miles!" 
The .first man wrung his bands anxiously. 
"Did that help?" 
The merchants gathered around hill anxiously. "Vhy, rriend,•· eaid one, •vbat- ever ··aeema to be the matter? Ann' t 7ou happy?" 
By nov, Pa-Mun-Ki vaa rolling on the· cobble• or the street. "Ovl Ovl Ovl 
That's just the trouble, kind airs! I'• ~happy! I'm so happy I can't stand i~I" 
The merchants buzzed among themselves vhile Pa-Hun-Ki vailed, "Oh, ob, obi I'm dying of bappinessl" and kicked his toes in 
the air. 
The man who bad spoken to him !irst seemed to be the most important perso~age. "Isn't there any cure?" be asked, "Anything ve can do?" 
"A cure," pu.!!ed the juggler, "yes, there's only one. I have to think or some- tbin~ aad. Otherwise I shall just keep getting happier and happier until finally-" 
"Don't! Please don't!" the merchant begged. "Let us help youl Fellovs, ve must think or something sad. Quickly!" 
"Oh, would ~ou, so kindly?" Pa-Hun- Ki brightened.· 'How happy that vould make me--OUch!" 
The merchants stopped every passerby. 
"Quickly! Quickly! Think or sad things, or this poor fellow will die or happiness!" 
A vendor pushing a cart full or candles 
said, "Summer is sad. All my merchandise 
melts!" 
Pa-Mun-Ki clapped a band to bis brow. "Ob, thank you, good sir! All the candles 
melted away! Ob, how sad! " 
"Happiness is worth a winter coat!" 
111-;appiness is worth a fire in the hearth! " "Happiness is worth five golden rings, 
four calling birds, three French hens, and a partridge in a pear-tree! " 
Pa-11un-Ki clutched bis sides. "Obi Oh! Oww!" Making fright.!ul faces, be spun 
around on one heel.· 
PART 2 
oon a!'ter dawn, Pa-Mun-Ki returned to riappy '!'own. On a sunwarmed patch of 
corner near the little grey school, 
~ ot of merchants traded briskly in happi- ness. 
Synopsis 
. 
A-r-mt-1-KI, a traveling juggler and clown, 
visits the Happy Country expecting to find 
e a ready audience. He finds instead that 
the Happylanders try so ha.rd to be happy, no one 
is allowed to have fun. Laughing, joking, even dancing are crimes and severely punished. Not 
wishing to end up a prisoner, .Pa-Mun-Ki makes haste to leave Happy '!'own, only to lose himselr in the side streets. He comes to a school just 
as it lets out. ~he children, brought up not 
to play, trud~e sadly homeward. They are not old enough yet to feign happiness. Pa-Mun-Ki &ets directions froo their schoolmistress, who 
also expresses her concern for her pupils. Pa-;run-~i, ~ra~e!ul and relieved, beads for the border of 11appyland. Just as he is crossing, 
himself ?,ets a nud~e of conscience. How can he leave those ,poor happy people, the children especially?· ne shames himseJ.f into going back 




by Laura Ruskin 
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After so much pondering that Pa-1-!un- 
Ki itched to get a word in, the Chief Bard 
suggested, "Think of the possibility that 
there were no more harp strings to be had, 
and that all our harp strings broke at 
once, so that none of us could make music 
again." 
"No, no!" groaned the King. "That 
isn't a sad thought! Uow, this is a sad 
thought. Suppose all the bees stopped 
making honey--not a lick of honey left 
in all the world--and I simply have to 
have honey on my toast in the morning!" 
"That," the Chief Bard agreed, 
"would be sad. 11 
"Very," said the lords and ladies. 
The King added, "but not sad enough." 
CONTINUED PAGE 16 
fl'1R~ 
7 
"It really does, Sire," the merchant 
a.greed. "Before we helped him think sad thoughts, he was in agony." 
"So he was," agreed the people in the crowd. 
"Put me down," ordered the King, and 
stepped out of the sedan-chair. "Now," he 
commanded one of the lords, "tell me some- thing sad." 
nNo taxes--think of having an empty treasury." 
"No good," said the King, and ordered the Chief Blue Bard to speak. 
fully, Pa-Mun-Ki touched.his jester's cap 
-ao that its ti~ bell tinkled. 
•vbat,w demanded the !rail and wheezing aonarch, "is all this?" . 
"I'• dy,ing of happinesa," Pa-Mun-Ki 
repeated. 'I can't stand so much of it." 
"Oh, said the King. "Do you have that trouble, too?" · 
Pa-Mun-Ki blinked twice. "You mean--" 
"Alas, yea," sighed the King. "Happi- ness has been killing me grain by grain. · 
I used to be robust and healthy, but look at 
me now--wasted away to a wreck. I'd give 
anything in my domain to the man who could cure me of all this happiness!" 
"Simple," said Pa-Mun-Ki, "just think 
of something sad. It really works." He 
waved at the head merchant. "True, good 
sir?" 
After them came the lords and ladies of 
the Royal Court of the Happy Country, and 
next marched the King's Guards. The King 
himself rode in a shrouded sedan-chair. All 
His subjects bowed. The bards struck their 
strings; the chair-bearers shuffled in time; 
the canopy swayed--And Pa-Mun-Ki lay right 
in the line of march. 
"Way for the King!" cried the Blue 
Bards. 
"Way for the King!" cried the lords 
and ladies. 
"Way for the King! " cried the guards. 
"He is on his yearly journey through the 
kingdom, making sure that everyone is happyl" 
"I can't 'way,'" Pa-Mun-Ki argued, 
sitting up. "I'm dying of happiness!" 
The tale went from the Bards to the 
lords to the guards. A chair-bearer 
whispered it through the canopy drapes. 
With a swish, the curtains were drawn 
back and the King himself looked out. 
Such a sallow, wan, sunk~n-in face! 
Such sagging brows! Such a very unking- 
like weakness about the jowls! Respect- 
A gangly youth slouched by, a 
wilted bouquet dangling from his hand. 
He sniffed one miserable sniff and said, 
"No girl!" 
Pa-Mun-Ki and the throng cried a 
sympathetic, "Oh, dear! No girl!" 
Suggestions began to pepper the 
sufferer, for it seemed that every- 
one there had something sad hidden ori bis mind. In fact, enough sad thoughts 
were offered to cure a laughing hyena of 
too much happiness. The clack of shouts 
swelled to an uproar. 
Just then, a sound as of harps was 
beard above the din, and the crowd fell 
silent (all but Pa-Mun-Ki) • .l string 
of harpists was advancing down the middle 
of the street. Some were robed in azure 
and some wore cerulian; others were re- 
splendent in aquamarine doublets and cloak.a 
of corni'lower; a few were garbed in finest 
folds of indigo, for these were the famou.s 
Blue Bards of Happiness, whose sole duty 
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"Water to quench thee and drown th;r. fire. Then disappear, powerless beast.• Water covered the dragon in clouds of steam. 
As the fire died, the dragon vanished. 
Trista called quickly, "Imps and demons, 
aid me now!" Several vague forms appeared before her. 
Myrddin destroyed several, yet one managed to touch bis arm. Pain caused him to wince. "By the sacred names, I order 
thee to go." Myrddin paused, then touched the opal to the spot and it stopped paining. 
However, it will require proper attention if 
I survive tbISCiuel, be thought. "One rouoo 
for you, mY""!iidy:-n- He bowed deep nod low, 
watching her all the while. 
The duel continued with lightning and noise. The balance went back and forth. 
Finally Trista grew furious. She pulled a crystal globe i'rom her gown and threw it at 
Myrddin. Her aim was off so it passed him, cut the circle, and crashed against a tree. 
Myrddin turned slightly as a blue mist bub- bled forth from the shards. It solidified 
into a demon of medium height robed in blue. The creature looked and his eyes fastened on Hyrddin. In a rich voice he spoke. 
"I thank thee, sir, for helping ce to escape that prison. I shall teach thee a great spell in return." He fell to his knees before Myrddin who picked him up and smiled. 
Still smiling, he turned to Trista. 
"You broke the circle and thus the duel. We will meet in the future to resolve this." He turned and left while behind him trailed a demon. 
"Your brother!" She spat on the ground 
before his feet. 
"Yes, you treat him cruelly i'or he wor- ships you. And the same streak of cruelty 
caused ~liphas to remove you from training. Usin6 deraons is foolish and Eliphas warned 
us of that fact." 
"I will use anything I want whenever I want, no matter how dancerous. Help me, Iphthine." A dark form like smoke appeared 
behind her slender form. 
"So you c onta-o L a demon, or does she 
control you?" 
"I use all I wish to. ,Hy training was through despite its human teacher. She," 
pointing to :Lphthine, "belped me to learn the rest. I challenge you, or are you afraid?" 
"Iiever, my lady. I accept." He moved 
to a c;rassy spot while Trista followed. "For 
safety, I shall enclose us in a circle. Does she stay?" 
"Of course, she is always near when I work ciagic." 
"So be it." :1e raised his arms in a circle ar.~ softly spoke, "This is the battle- ground and its circle protects all from 
harm." His fire opal blazed and a white half-circle appeared behind and to both sides or his body. 
'l'rista careflllly made a circle with her fingerti-ps. "aere is our battleground broken at the duel's eodin15.11 A. gray hali'-circle joined the white. 
T rista was sitting by the Nepenthe as it !'lowed under the trees. Perfume filled the air. Suddenly she heard a noise and turned about. A dark shape stepped for- 
ward and bowed. It was Myrddin. She tight- ened and i'elt anger as she realized her 
solitude was ruined. She stood and stared at him. 
"Do you wish the first charm, my lady?" 
"I thank you for the honor." She ges- tured a11d a shape appeared. Myrddin waved 
bis hand and it vanished. "The first round 
is yours, but not the last." She turned to Iphthine and words or gestures passed be- 
tween them. Trista turned and gestured, "I call on a dragon of flame and fire. 
Destroy him ii' you can." A golden lizard, twelve feet long, golden-eyed, with a tail 
coiled about its body, and utterly covered 
with snails, appeared. From its mouth 
poured !'ire and thick smoke. 
Myrddin chuckled softly and then spoke. 
"Hello, my lady." 
"Good day to you, master M;yrddin." 
"I came concerning Demetre, my brother." 
MYRDDIN; THE MEETING 
from a series· by Antoinette Harris 
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by Sutton Breitling 
f,1w 
"O"Dreamer!" cried the dryad. "0 I await thee here, 
Deep a.sleep and dying, I await thee in my virgin solitude, 
To cloak thee in my long green hair, 
All dark with leaves, My soft brown bosom 
All dark with earth. 
0 Dreamer! I am dying! Awaken me with kisses From tby mythic lips, 
Cover me with kisses From thy trembling mouth, 
'l'hy tongue that utters Tbe ancient paeans of Earth! Revive me with thy reveries, 
0 come to me, my lonely dreamer, Cover me with fabled kisses 
Only the antique satyrs before Have rained upon me, 
Caresses only youthful fauns with Ivory thighs could bestow! Whose scarlet love alone could ever sate me! 
0 dreamer, . 
The soul of rJl3 tree and my life Are to_o deeply adrowse 
With aeons of emptiness! 0 I await thee here in dormant state, 
My long green hair all dark with leaves, Brown thighs all dark with unctuous earth, My brown soft bosom, 
My grieving breast, All dark with tbe dying earth." 
SONG OF TliE LlONELY· flYMPI-{ 
"They are mine to do as I please with." 
"He is ,.Y brother." 
"And you are my subject." 
"To do as you please witli?" 
"To do as f please with." · 
A soft chuckle rose from bis throat, coloring his lips a deep crimson. "Nay, 
rJI3 mistress. Serve you I shall not." 
He stepped back and uttered forth syllables of a language which no man can discover. She stood defiantly, expecting some wondrous spell, and smoothing her hair. As she 
reached !or another braid, it turned scaly, then a biasing sound escaped from the braid and filled the room. A shriek escaped from ber lips as the cords or her hair tightened. And a reptilian smell filled tbe chamber. He chuck.Led quietly and turned the braids back to their original form, tben smiled. 
"These are your subjects." He turned swiftly and left tbe ch.amber, cbuckling as he went. 
T rista was furious for she could not stanu him, yet be was coming here. Here in her chambers! Her inviolable chambers where no man had, or, she had 
hoped, would enter. She tightened her braids in anger and fastened smoky pearls 
on each one to help control her fingers and 
burning emotions. She stared at the garnets she wore, a reminder o! her power, and 
steeled herself for the coming ordeal. Her 
blue-green eyes flashed in rage. As the door 
opened, she stiffened at its sound. 
The man entered. His haunting blue eyes searched the room. Trista stared and 
felt her control slipping. Calmly as she 
could, she slipped the blue cape from her shoulders and tossed it into bis face in 
rage nnd defiance. Nyrddin gestured, his fire opal blazed, and the cape arched up- 
ward. It fell to the floor and crumbled into ashes. Then he looked upon her and began to speak, soft and low. 
"I perceive that you treat your capes as you treat the lives or the men who serve 
you in their love." 
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And marjoram and raarisold, 
And chestnuts rotting on the ground 
And sound of jack-daws jabbering From high atop their leafy perch 
In spreading larch and beechen tree. 
/Y//2t..c 10 
And shuffling straight through amber aisles They came at last through alder groves 
To clover coves of cloven bream, 
And breathless staggered on the strand 
\lith eyes as dazzled by a dream. For from the promonotory point An isle they spied, all overgrown 
With glooming gloam of oak and ash, 
And o'er the foam their eyes descried Bright branches burdened deep with may 
Soon middle corning's slanting sun Intruded on their leafy sleep 
And from their numbing slumber Summoned them with glistering rays of day. So violently rose they up, 
And rose and violet strewed their way 
And scrambling through the bracble-glens And rambling over dingle dells 
They fell to shambling gamble-gait, 
And all my spells rang wrong, long leaden Knells through dells of darkling light. The baleful brothers lay at last 
Beneath a bush of buckling cast And slept in fits and started oft When softly coughed the wounded one All rank and dank beneath the brush. 
Through rank on rank of pine they came, Through banks of woodbine clustering; 
They stopped by willow saplings slim When all the wood was duskering. And one was wreathed in trumpet-vine 
And morning-glories t;·1ined Iris hair, And one is shocks of hollyhocks Wpere purple plum proclaimed him fair, 
But one was twined with ivy vine And deadly nightshade brimmed his brow. 
There in the twilight dim they sat And seemed to swim in ~idge and gnat. 
And oh, in ferny fennel fen 
My runes of doom were mouldering As boldly on the brothers drew, 
The brothers two and one were three. And one wa.s wounded piteously 
Where crowding copses whipped at him And ripped at him and tripped him up, 
And stunted spinneys spurned his spear 
Of dark fey-fashioned ebony. 
The hawthorn hedge was edged with yew And sedge and brue were blossoming; The berry boughs were bent beneath The blackened weight of wattle-burrs, 
And brown the gorse and gossamer 
Where brakes of bay and bracken blossomed. 
lty Dal• ·z1 .. 1er 
HEATHERN HOWE 
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And now I listen at the latch And watch for snatch of lantern-light 
To brighten the unending night That through the window threatens me; 
?or though all dangers I defy 
And I deny all thoughts of fear 
I would not hear the triple call That holds my heart in thrilling thrall 
?or, by all Gods, I'll never be 
Weird sister to those deathless three. 
Which wags unwelcome in my world." 
"And oh," I shrieked, "Come, East, and bear Me on your brawny back away To realms where never dawns the day; 
Where ever-dark and evil dwell, Where I can rest untroubled till 
They come once more, those tireless three, To find and bind and trouble me." 
I teared my breath would stop for fright 
Before I might.ascend the flight 
Of stairs which led atop my tower To call my servile answering airs: "Come, west," I gasped, "and grasp this bumbling 
Brother dolt who dares the lend. Blow open now the sumpen slimy 
Pit and make him stumble in." 
"Come, North," I mumbled, "tumble him 
Who follows till he wallows deep 
In soggy mire which swallows him." "Come, South," I croone~, "and stop his mouth And wound the laggard's'lane;uid tongue 
They drew more near, their eyes I saw More clear: two blue, two green, two gray; As close they came they shrieked my name, And echoing o'er the moat it seemed To float about my chamber as A sound I had but lately dreamed. I screamed, and from my fingers fell The motes ot what I'd crushed to dust, For though remote the sound that pounded In my head I heard the note 
Of lust for blood which sounded in 
The dread ring of their "Sister weird!" 
My fingers twisted musingly 
'Mid strands of shining silken thread, 'Mid red of blu.e, and red of scarlet 
Hue, and red of golden flame, 
While words I whispered haltingly And words of warning born of fear; 
I cried wild words of rue and wrack To turn them back and hinder them; 
And black as cinder turned the threads . That curled my curveo fingers o'er, And black as carven tinder chips 
My teardrops fell upon the floor. 
Yet through the deadly hedg·e they came 
Through thistles thronged to thwart them; still They pushed along through stunted shrubs 
And grasping wires of grappling green; They tore and trampled rippling fields 
Ot randy-flowers, foul and fair - 
Their stale and sickly scent exhumed And sat upon the stifling air 
Like carrion and cinnamon, Like mingled myrrh and laudanum. 
Beyond with crumbling cornerstone 
In tower round they gazed on me; 
Far from the ground my window, bound 
·With bands of iron tracery; 
And bound my brow with seven signs 
In ribbons brown all wound about. 
Between us lay a tangled way 
Of thorn and briars intertwined 
In subtle magic mazeries And blazeries of mystic bloom. 
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And Tommy? Well, you can't tell much about him. Be's never around. But with me, everything's clear as crystal. Sbe hates 
me. Well, I won't go tbat far. She just 
doesn't trust me. My best friend Joanie has been packed off to Vermont to stay with her grandparents 
because her mother is very sick. Of course I'm sorry that her mother is sick, but what a.m I supposed to do when my only real friend 
is on the other side of the country? So here I am. It's the end of January and, all of a sudden, I'm left with nothing 
to do but mope around and exasperate my sister. I don't like tbe situation, natur- 
ally. And my sister certainlt doesn't l~ke it even more naturally. Lit le stuff like dW:.ping extra soap in t~e sink w~en she is running the dishwasher is one thing, but 
sooner or later it builds up. 
e were visiting at the time. Which Allmakes it about twice as bad as it would rll"be if we were anywhere else. Mom was 
in the front room talking with tbe grown-ups, and Tommy hadn't c<;>me. Mary and I were out in the back yard with the host- ess' kids, who were all primary.school age, and the whole thing was a crashing bore. 
Anyhow, one of the kids was tagBing alon~ after me, chattering a blue streak and, in general, making a pest of himsel.f, when, all o! a sudden, he looks up at me and asks: 
"My mommy and daddy won't tell me, 
will you tell me?" 
"Tell you what?" I asked, although I 
had a pretty good hunch. 
"Where do babies come from?" 
I was tempted to say the stork brings 
them. But the kid was already into grade 
school, and by that time most kids know th~t there aren't any storks in the Western Hemi- 
sphere. Of course, it would be perfectly 
simple to say that they come from inside 
the mother, but then the kid mi~ht start asking bow they get there and, if you say 
that the father puts them there, he'd ask 
how he does that. When you get to that 
point, it's awfully easy to say the wrong 
thing. And then, I had a real brainstorm. Why 
not send the little man with the slippery questions over to Miss Prunes and Prisms,. 
/Y'iR.Le 
I AM I IVtr ''" •• h ... ., tlti1 - 
II'!) ,.l,J., • Wait a minute, that's a lousy '1.,..,. way to start anything. Now everyone's all curious about wbat this "this" is I'm talking about. I'll explain. You see, I'm 
out of the doBhouse with my mother. 
Hold it again, that wasn't very good 
either. hCtually, I'm not exactly~ of the doghouse, but I sure pulled my sister in with me. To be completely accurate, I have never been really out of the doghouse 
since I first got in, which was at the tender age of five. 
until then, I was actually treated like a h~man beir.B. In fact, I was mother's little darling. ·.rhe reason for this was 
that, so~ewtere along the line, she got the idea that being left-bnr.ded was some ter- rible handicap. Like any other red-blooded kid with any amount of brains in her bead, I exploited this theory until I finally 
went too far. 
we were on the docks at the time. I 
think we were waitins for someone to come in on a boat, but I don't really remember; five is a pretty young age. All I do re- member is that I got very tired of just standing there, so I went exploring. Ai'ter 
a while I got acquair.ted with an old fish- erman who owned a talking parrot. when I finally went back to the dock where my pare~ts were (and you may imagine that they were pretty frantic by that time), I had acquired a swagger, a tattoo which later came off in soap and water, and a greatly 
enriched vocabulary. I think the person they were waiting !or was a clergyman. ?unny bow a little thing like that can completely upset the applecart. 
After that, you can be quite sure there was no more, "Just a minute, Janey, I'll 
help you with that." Rather, all I got was likely to be, "Jane! For goodness' sake 
brush your hair. And tuck that shirt in!" 
It does the essence of nothing to tell 
her that I have brushed my hair; it just grows that way. And that the shirt I am 
wearine is not made to be tucked in. 
O! course, f<'ary can do no wrong. Like, that incident with the eye makeup 
was a coincidence (she got caught at it). 
•  • • • 
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' ... about thi• ti .. tbat I bee ... 
•AN ot ao .. t~q elae, Vbiola P' • 
rett.er iawrerie4. It alao r.• •• &Qthoriti•• rattler iotereate • tt ... , to be exact, a tvo page magazine, wbioh bee ... inoreuing~ popular, until it 
aw_,.d tbe campu.a. The reuon tor tbe 
autboritiea being ao interested wa.a that 
tllla particular magazine wu, in a word, 
riaque. They were also interested because 
it waa being written by someone in the 
eigbtb grade, and, so far, they were at a 
loaa as to who it could be. 
The fact that I became aware of the 
existence of the magazine and that I got to 
know Peg at about the same time bad nothing 
to do with each other. At least not as tar 
as I was concerned. Yet. · 
I'll ad.mit that I was not above looking 
through a copy. As a matter of !act, I e~en 
subscribe to it. It's called the "Daily 
Roach" and it comes out twice we?kly. A kid 
on the football team gets my copies for me, 
so I guess if the authorities started asking 
me questions, I wouldn't be of much help. 
After I read my copies I pass them on 
to Whitey. I don't dare talce a chance on 
bringing one home. As I said, my mother 
doesn't trust ce. 
About this time, certain types, like my 
sister 4nd her bunch, suddenly started 
avoiding me and looking down their noses at 
ae. Even more than usual. I had my suspi- 
cions, but I kept them to myself. A few 
days later I was over at Peg's house and we 
were talking about fifty tbQusand, four 
hundred and eighty-three different subjects, 
wben, suddenly, she sai~ 
"Hey, before :i: forget. Here's your 
copy; bot of! th.e press." She tossed me 
a brand new copy of the "Daily Roach". 
And now I saw everything crystal clear. 
Now I was faced with a decision. I 
could tell my mother all about my friend 
Peg, be forbidden to see her, and see her 
any-,,,ay. Or, I could let my mother find 
out about Peg however she might, be for- 
bidden to see Peg, and see her anyway. I 
had a choice. . 
For a couple of weeks nothing at all 
happened, so I won't bother telling you 
about it. Needless to say, Peg and I got 
to be darned good friends. 
And then, "Jinx," Peg said to me, "I think you have a dirty mind." 
"Aren't you glad?" I said. We both 
laughed. We were at Peg's house at the 
tia:e. 
"Hey, read this. How's it go?" she 
said, handing me a rough draft of a new 
article. It was about some girl who bad 
an illegitimate child by her brother, or 
something like tbat. Now you see why the 
authorities are after the "Daily Roach"; 
that sort of stuff is typical of the things 
my friend Peg writes. She'll take a down- 
right sordid plot, and then she'll dope it 
up until it's hilarious. Of course, what 
it does to your psyche can only be imagined. 
7 here is this one feature which she calls "Our Town." It's all about things that happen in school. Usual- 
ly, it's stories about the faculty 
(now you see another reason why the autbor- 
i ties are after it); but she also likes to 
CONTINUED PAGE 18 
. !}?/(.~ 
1 think I'd better take this opportunity to tell you that Quarren is not our real name. Our real name is quite com- 
mon, so I'm making up the name o! 
Quarren, so you won't get us mixed up with 
anybody. 
Well, after that little af!air, I 
didn't dare step out of line again, so I 
got very respectable, and got acquainted 
with a new girl in school, who is in the 
other class. Peg bas lived in our town !or 
about a month now. I had been thinking of 
getting acquainted for a couple of weeks, 
since she is one of those people who hold.s 
you in awe. No one can figure out what 
aakes her tick. When she first came, no- 
.body paid any more attantion to her than 
they would to any other new kid, but, in a 
couple of weeks she had quite a fan club. 
Because of her personality, no doubt, which 
is outstanding, to say the least. 
We hit it off fine. The second day we 
had lunch over in the same corner of the 
playground, with the football team and her 
fan club, which is mainly boys. It was a 
blast, although it probably did look a lit- 
tle odd. Two girls and about fifteen or 
sixteen fellows. 
There's just one thing that I find a 
little odd. Like I said, after about two 
weeks Peg had acquired a fan club; however, 
this fan club consisted mainly of boys and 
people who had the reputation of being more 
than a little unconventional. The point is 
this, Peg's friends were not "soashes". 
Nothing wrong with that, I'm just saying 
that Peg didn't go over too big with the 
"upper crust", as her sort seldom do. But 
I could see that certain types, like my 
sister and her goofy friends, began avoid- 
ing her at almost the same time that people 
like me were getting to know her. At least 
they seemed to be avoiding her. At times I 
saw them talking to her quite normally. In 
private. Like, in corners of the school 
yard after nearly everyone bad gone home. 
It was like an old spy movie on T.V. But it 
wasn't any of my business, so I kept quiet 
about it. 'O 
over on the back porch tal.king to the rest 
ot the little monsters? Oh, that would be 
gorfeoua. Her, with her ladylike manners. 
Lets see how she gets out o! it. 
"Well now," I said thought!ully, "I'm 
not so sure. You see, I'm not very good in 
school. I don't learn much. But now, that 
girl gets straight 'A's' in almost ever,-=-- 
thing. I! anybody knows, she does." 
The kia grinned at me and ran over to 
the porch. "Hey?" he piped up, "Where do 
babies come !rom?" 
Mary ·1ooked over at me and asked, "Did 
she tell you to ask me that?" There was a 
dangerous tone in her voice. 
The kid nodded. "She said that it any- 
body knew, you would." 
"Oh, she did, did she?" She stood up 
and started after me. "Just wait till I get 
bold of you, Jane Quarren, you'll be sorry!" 
I ran to the nearest tree and, skirt or 
no skirt, I climbed as high as I could, and 
started pelting her with twigs •. I didn't 
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-m-maybe it's n-not an inv-v-vasion," sugges- ted Joan in a quavering 
voice as she shook the glass carefully out of her skirts. 
"I-I m-m-mean--d-d-do b-birds invade?" 
"Of course it's an inva- sion," replied Clarissa. "It's perfectly obvious they were attacking the castle." She bent over the nearest 
blackbird, studying it in- 
tentli· 'Quite dead," she announ- ced in a disappointed tone. 
"Are any of them moving over there on your side?" 
Joan shuddered. "N-n- no, Your Grace." 
Clarissa, unconvinced, 
proceeded to examine each 
battered body with what seemed to Joan, a morbid fascination. At last the princess sighed 
and rose to her feet, shaking 
out her rw:ipled gown. 
"It is too bad!" she de- - clared. "'Une of them might have had the courtesy to let itself be captured. ~hat at 
least would have given us a 
chance to learn something 
about their plans." Slie 
frowned, chewing on her thumb- 
nail. "'.i'hese suicide missions are so unfair to the enemy! .! 
shalrnever allow ,!!!;l army--" 
She broke off as a tumult 
arose in the hall. The door was flung open, and through it 
dashed, to Clarissa's chagr~n, 
Master Pickenby, all too alive 
. and well with no trace of a broken limb anywhere. ne was, however, immediately shoved 
aside by the Grand Duke with 
five men-at-arras, who in turn were displaced by Lady Margar- et, Lady Alice, Lady .r.:dwina, 
Lady Viola, Juliana and the 
Queen herself, whose face had 
gone several shades paler than its accustomed color, and who 
was displaying a most unseemly and unusual state of distress. 
All stopped short at sisht of the two girls, standing calmly 
amid the debris of the aerial 
assault; then a chorus of cries--shrieks of horror and 
sighs of relief--arose in deafening proportions. Lady Margaret flung herself at the 
princess's feet, alter?atel~ brushing with her han~erchJ.~f at slivers of glass which still clung to the velvet gown, and babbling incoherent phrases 
MR!e 
·1ose even that because her 
mother thinks she needs more lute lessons. There is an 
uproar outside the window. A flock ot blackbirds attacks 
the room, crashing through the windowpanes, as .the girls 
cover their heads. · 
To please her mother, aod her suitor from Walton 
Wold, Clarissa must give up her horseback jaunts and 
learn decorum--more maddening embroidery, and lute lessons besides. She sees a way out: 
Joan. her new servin~-maid, loves needlepoint. Each day 
for an hour, they trade pla- ces. Joan does Clarissa's 
embroidery while the princess roams the grounds of Tborny- 
brooke as a servant. Cla- rissa bears the Grand Duke 
no dislike, and would even 
encourage his friendship--if there were no question of marriage. 
The blackbirds are seen over Thorn Wood, nearing 
.Tboroybrooke Castle in an ominous flock. 
At Thornybrooke, Nicho- las meets Joan on her way to 
change places with the Prin- 
cess. Interviewed by Master Peppershins, castle steward, 
Nicholas is given work with 
soft-spoken 'i'u.ffles, the mas- 
ter saddler. 
Within two hours atte.L· 
his arrival, while Joan and Clarissa talk, the castle is 
invaded. Clarissa's one free hour bad been the only part 
of her day she really looked forward to. Now, she is to 
. 14 
, - . 
Alas, when ~he crock is opened, the birthday sneeze 
flies away. Disappointed but· 
still determined to win the 
bardsbip, Nicholas sets out for Thoroybrooke Castle •••. 
where Clarissa frets. 
Mr. Silverseed, a magic- ian, left his wife and eight children only a crock of birthday sneezes before going 
off, never more to be seen~·· one for each child's eight- eenth birthday. His son Nicholas will be eighteen oc the morrow. As Uicholas 
leaves Castletown Fair, the 
Princess Clarissa of South- marsh frets in Thornybrooke Castle. Her parents, King 
Tobias and Queen Elianora, insist she have dinner with the Grand Duke of Walton Wold, and she must accept 
his courting or go to bed without dinner. Nicholas, his wares all sold, stops beside a brook 
for the night on his way home ~o Juniper Hill. Next 
day, his horse tnrows a snoe forcing him to stop off at r:noboles. :lhile there, he 
catches "'"I or. the gossip. 
~·locks OI' b.1.ackoirds nave 
been sighted heading north- ward--I<icholas has seen them himself. ~he chatter in the 
.PUSS and ~iddle is broken off 
sy-suacren news that the Royal· Bard of tiouthmarsh is dead. liicholas is placed. in a bind. 
ne could comoete for the · 
position, and would gladly though it entailed six months' 
service with the king: Old 
.·.artin, the local Rhymer, had the right to represent Can- 
dlewick but didn't care to travel outside the county. 
But hicholas' rival, Oliver 
Gill, would probably go. 
Lorig before he arrives at Juniper nill, Nicholas has 
resolved to truce service with the king, as he explains to 
his mother. She agrees; his brother Hicbard is better at 
farming anyway. As soon as 
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& nd as i.t that weren't enough, she actually examined those-those-- P r hostages.I " ended Elianora in disgust. "ill 
for a flock of birds that happened to fly through her 
window. Hostages, indeed!" 
To her·horrow, her hus- band's broad'features spread into a radiant grin. 
"Did she indeed!" he cried, slapping the arm of bis chair with a force that made his pages' hair stand 
on end. "By thundersticks, what a girl. She's got my 
blood in her, Elly, for all your efforts to water it down with needlepoint and music 
lessons!" He chuckled. "Did she take any prisoners?" 
Elianora's face turned 
bright red and her calm grey 
eyes went wide. "You great, blundering fool!" she spat. 
"You sneer at my efforts to refine her! Very well, 
laugh away. Turn up your 
dull nose at me. And when you find her a wild-eyed 
harridan that no decent lord will wed, you may hear.!!!.! laughter!" 
She swept to the door, but as it opened, she turned 
to face him scornfully. "Prisoners indeed! Are you so desperate for amusement 
that you would wage war against blackbirds?" 
"Now, now, Elianora," said the King soothingly, 
"of course not. I was merely praising her mili- tary strategy--in theory, 
of course. She would make an excellent campaigner,~ he 
added regretfully, "but not 
against birds. Nevertheless, 
I shall have an additional 
guard posted. And do see that the girl doesn't get 
out too often: it was her window they flew into." 
Elianora, her pride mollified, gave a satisfied 
smile. Keep the princess 
indoors? Why, nothing would 
CONTINUED PAGE 19 
15 
"I should have feigned dizziness or a faint!" ex- 
claimed the princess when he had gone. "Why do these tbiags 
never occur to me until a.tter- ward? ••• Well, but if I were-r!l, rEiliould be put to bed and cod- dled, and that I won't stand 
for either:--Vhat a milk.sop I 
· would be if my Lady mother had her way! Why couldn't 
I have been a prince? Being 
a princess is so glum!" 
Joan said nothing. 
This was way over her head, and besides, one didn't 
argue with royalty: not 
even with bes~~friend roy- alty. No doubt Clarissa 
was right in her own way, although Joan couldn't see 
how a princess's life could be glum. But·then she had 
never heard of a princess who couldn't embroider or 
play the lute, either. Clarissa just wasn't an 
ordinary, run-of-the-mill princess·. Joan followed · the h'xtraordinary Princess out into the passage and 
down to the Queen's parlour. 
She did not see the Grand Duke step quietly after them. 
The music master, who, perhaps understandably, bad no 
overwhelming love for Clarissa, complied with alacrity. 
~li~nora's mouth set in a thin line. ".r'oreign invasion! What nonsense is this?" Then, 
remembering bow crowded the room was, she caught herself. "Very well, if you are not 
injured, you may proceed to the parlour for your musical 
instruction. You!" she snapped, motion.ing to the knot 
of servants which by now had formed i~ the hall and was 
cranin§ itself for a better view, 'clear up this mess. 
Where is His Majesty!" she added to Lady Margaret, who ha<i reluctantly ceased her ministrations to Clarissa's clothing. "I must speak with him at once. He should have been here to assure himself of Her Highness's welfare! Does 
he ever think of anything else but ••• " Her voice faded down the hall. 
Clarissa and Joan moved away from the littered area as 
servants began to sweep up the 
glass and gather the dead birds 
together. Master l:'ickeoby 
detached himself from the cor- ner in which he had taken 
refuge, and cleared his throat significantly. 
Clarissa slanted him a 
look. "Proceed to the parlour, 
Master Pickenby. I will join you there presently." 
of s~pathy like; "Poor cherub!" 
·and 'Dear little thing." 
Elianora rushed forward 
and caught Clarissa by the 
shoulders, surveying her dau- 
ghter from head to foot in a 
convincing semblance of panic. 
Naturally it was merely a sem- 
blance: Clarissa knew well · 
that her lady mother was in- 
capable of experiencing so 
violent a reaction as true 
fear. 
"Are you all right?" 
gasped Elianora. 
The princess grinned in- 
wardly: it was a perfect op- 
portunity to turn the tables. 
She raised her eyebrows slight- 
ly in a tolerable imitation of 
her mother's favorite expres- 
sion. With a ladylike twitch 
she removed her shoulders from 
the Queen's grip, and dropped 
a perfect curtsy. 
"Madam, I am as well as 
always," she said in innocent 
surprise. "You find me sur- 
veying the casualties of what 
appears to be a foreign inva- 
sion into my chambers. I had hoped to find a hostage among 
them, but alas, there were no 
survivors. My Lord father the King will be mightily disap- pointed," she added with a sigh. 
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BY KAREN TRIMBLE 
/1•7,e4' 16 
There i~ that face 
One which utters at every breath, 
And by each line as it traces 
the message unconcealed by time ••• 
That Death need not bring low 
The noble heart's design. 
Gaze upon that jaw, harsh set 
and austere in its firm line 
Unyielding to the passage of time. 
A line which seemingly denies 
the mirth which there also lies. 
For laughter sits upon that mouth, 
The corners upturned in gentle slope 
bespeak a patient joy and pleasure 
with the measure of his life, 
And years brimming full of tender hope. 
'l'here glows behind each eye 
a burning cinder of ancient pride, 
Knowing both glory and disgrace 
and caring not that it 
is written upon that face. 
T here is that face Upon whose countenance 
lies a stern and hardy grace. 
An~ each heartbeat reveals another line, 
Long drawn with care and sorrow 
that no artist would conceal. 
THE MAN IN THE GOLDEN HELMET 
At once, Pa-Mun-Ki jumped up to one 
toot while the other balanced a spinning 
ball. The children cried out and clapped. 
"Why,• .exclaimed the merchant, "You 
aren't dying at all!" 
"Not now, I'm not!" said Pa-Mun-Ki, 
as be did two cartwheels and a !lip. "The 
King ju.st cured me tor good!" 
The King ot the Happy Count;-y howled with laughter, and ot course so did every- 
one else. Before a hen could lay and 
cackle, the corner was a tumult of merriment. 
Pa-Mun-Ki showed the children his funniest 
tricks, and their laughter sounded like a 
swi!t brook running. 
"Sta;y with us, Pa_.Mun-Ki," the school- 
mistress implored. "Teach us bow to !eel 
what the children !eel." 
"Can't," said Pa-Mun-Ki, "sorry. Have 
to be off to Down Town. But I know o! three 
good fellows in the stocks, and it you listen 
to their advice, you can't go wrong. Nice 
to have met you splendid people. Good-day!" 
And before the King could decide to 
have him held by the guards, Pa-Mun-Ki made 
his escape by crawling under the Chief 
Bard's indigo robe. "Well done, Pa-Mun- 
Ki," be told.bimsel!, hurrying on. 
"Well," himself replied, "at least now 
the name has the right country." 
"No,• everyone quickly responded~· 
•not nearly sad enough.· 
"No birds. to twitter," suggested Pa- 
Mun-Ki. "That would be·sad." 
"Not sad enough," moaned the King. 
•Not sad enough," the people.echoed, 
forlornly. 
The town hall clock chimed nine· 
the children silently left the schoolhouse 
to walk about in the crisp sunshine. The 
teacher saw the great crowd from the door- 
W&.J and snyly approached the King with a 
curtsey. Her pupils followed with bug- 
big eyes at all the splendid folk.· The 
case was soon laid before her, and she 
said, "MY!" 
"The saddest thing to me," the school- 
mistress went on, "is that because everyone 
must be happy, the children cannot run or 
laugh or play, and so they miss the most 
joyous part o! their lives." 
And everyone looked at the solemn- 
raced children, and then at each other. 
•
be King breathed noisily in the bush. 
"I think," he remarked, "my happiness 
is cured." 
"Ours, also," the people murmured. 
"Now," said the King, "we must find a 
way to cure the children." 
"Ttie schoolmistress has cured you," 
Pa-Mun-Ki spoke up smartly, "and now you 
must keep your promise to give her anything 
in your domain!" 
"Only name it," the King told her. 
"I wish nothing, Your Majesty; only 
give the children back their right to play. 
Do away with your laws against laughter. 
In time, the children can be cured." 
"Done," said the King. "For I, myself 
have suffered under these lavs, and so has 
everyone. Let play and laughter, joking 
and dancing, singing and merriment return 
to tne Happy Country!" . 
FROM PAGE 7 PA- MU'J-KI 
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"Where do you think you're going?" Mary snipped at me. 
"I DON'T KNOW!" I bel.lowed. "And if 
I did, I certainly wouidn't tell you!" I charged out the door, slamming it after me. 
It was long after dark when I came home, probably at least ten-thirty. I climbed in the window. I was seriously 
thinking of getting some stuff together and leaving for good, but that wouldn't have. 
17 . /i1R.ft 
Nothing el•• came up till the follow- ing Wedneeday. I was colling home from football practice at the park. Vben I opened the front door I knew I was in tor 
it. It'• a feeling that you eometimea get at .ti••• like that; I can't describe it. I went into the front room, where the reat of the family were arranged. I guese . they bad been watching tor .. and. When they aaw me coming. they all took their placH. Dad was sitting in bis chair, 
looking uncomfortable; Hom and Mary were over by tbe piano. Mom was looking •tern, Mary was looking smug. Even Tom.my, by the 
fireplace, waa trying to look solemn. 
"Is something wrong?" I aaked, although it ws.s quite obvious that something was. And the worst part vs.s that I hadn't the slightest idea what. 
"Yea, you might say that something is 
wrong," m;y mother said, almost sarcastically. "I believe you know what." 
"I don't know," I said, and I'm sure that I m~ave looked blank enough to 
please anyone. But they weren't blJ3iog. •Has there, or has there not, been a magazine going around your school?" she said. 
"Yeah," I admitted. So that was it; Mary had blabbed. 
"And what do you think of it?" Mom contin~ed. 
"Well ••• It's vecy ••• .i.nteresting." "The authorities think so too," she said sharply. "Do they know who is writing it?• 
"No ma'am." "But we know, don't we?" asked my sister nas~ly. The way she said it implied that I was the author. The heck 
with the innocent act. The look I gave her was the kind that, it looks could kill, I'd be attending a funeral. 
""1e are very disappointed in you, Jane," said my mother, in a most convin- cing manner. "But what makes you think I have 
anything to do with it!" "These," she said, holding out two of Peg's latest. One of them was the one with the facts and expressions which she- koew only too well. I stared at them stupidly. 
"I found them in your room," she said. "In !!!Z room!" "In your room." This had to be some sort of a night- mare. I looked at Mary. She smirked. "Jane," said my mother, "tomorrow 
you are going to the office and admi~ to writing this trash, and, if I~ find 
another one ••• " "But I don't write it!" I insisted. "In that case you are going to tell who does." 
That is when I saw red. I may have 
more than my share of faults, but I wouid never fink out on a pal. I headed for the 
door. 
ow that I'm looking backward, I remem- 
"IA ber that the first time I had Peg over 
~~to my house, Mary got a very stra?ge 
look in her eye. You know what kind of a look. "And her eyes had all the seeming 
of a demon that was dreaming," if I may be allowed to misquote something. Anyhow, 
you've got the idea. And I'm the one who should have gotten the idea in the first place. However, I slipped up that time and let it pass. 
When I read "my" article in the next issue, I passed it on to Whitey, proudly. That was on a Thursday, January 31st. And 
how well I remember that day. 
I remember it because that was the day of the perfume. I don't wear perfume, no matter what; but when I went to my room 
after school, I could smell it. I asked my mother if she bad been in my room, but she said no. Mary wasn't at home at the minute, 
so I quietly went into her room and ~melied her different kinds. of perfume, but it wasn't any of them. Hom soon left the house and I went in her room and smelled hers. 
Not that I don't trust my mother, but Mary bas a habit of borrowing things. It wasn't any of Mom's either. Perhaps it was some- one's idea to quietly drive me out of my 
mind. Of course, I could have easily been mistaken about the scent, it was pretty faint. Besides, after smelling ten or 
eleven different kinds of perfu.me, one is apt to get a little confused. 
AUTHORIX FROM PAGE 13 
get. bold of things about the "soashes" too. 
For an,"one who doesn't know wbat a "soash" is, it is another name tor the smug, 
amart-aleclcy snobs who go around acting 
like they think they are the reason that 
the sun rises each morning. Peg and I have a good laugh at these creeps and 
squares who, in public, tre~t u~ like we were something that the saoitation de~t- 
aent found lurking behind a garba~e pail; and the minute they think no one is looking, will come running to Peg to buy a copy of 
her mag. . "Hey, Peg, what's the word on the 'Our Town', this tiae?" "I haven't got one yet. You know of 
anything I can work on?" I suddenly started snickering. "Could you use one on ray sister?" I asked. "Oh, you mean little miss fancy-pants? 
Shoot." · "Well we were over at this place vis- iting y'k~ow, and we were out in the back yard ~ith all the little kids. Well ••• " 
I'll spare you the details; you've already beard them. Peg asked me if she could use it. I told her I'd even help her write it if she wanted me to. And by the ti~le!t her house that afternoon 
I was a co-author. The article was written in Peg's style (vile), but it had acer- tain flavor and expressions which could 
have only come from me. Thus atarteth a pretty wild team. And then someone came along and upset the apple- cart. I'll give you three guesses who. 
The first two don't count. I was wrong in suppoaing_that my sister would give me the old angry silence. But then she hasn't said anything, either. 
She ~peaks when I speak to her, sh4;t's_polite, 
cooperative, and agreeable. Now, if ~t were Joanie, I would say that she was heaping coals of fire upon my head; but I know my 
sister, she's just waiting. 
17
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SPACE AND Tlf-'iE #17, Gordon Linzner, Ed. 
Cover-to-cover, a superior 'zine. Art effective, keyed well to content. 40pp, 
digest format. An all-sf issue. Lead story, "The Smartest .Man in Town" by William 
Rupp, wins on style, idea, character and twist. Next place: Darrell Schweitzer's 
"Wrecking Crew" for horror mood tied with Janet Fox's "The Lord Loved Little People," 
an excellent "What-if?" story. 50¢, 5/lt2 
from Gordon Linzoer, 83-10 ll8th Bt., Apt. 
4-M, Kew Gardens, N.Y. 11415 f'fil<./..c 
Fantasy and ~error, Amos Salmonson, l::d. SSS 
.:-'irst issue scheduled for mid-' 73. He says, 
"a fantasy magazine to serve as a showcase 
for new, talented authors. tiubmit your best 
effort, enclose S.A.S.L., we'll reply in 30 
days." 50¢ froc Amos Salmonson, Box 89517, Zenith, ;iA 98188. 
ii(?l.;;~ LOND rr2 , Do n ~e ller , :&! • 40 pages 
miC1eo a~d of~set, nineteen pages of fiction. 
~m~ressive !irst story, "Sigler" by Francis ~hitcome. Darrell Schweitzer's "Hing Huian" 
appears._ Good-looking offset front cover. 
50¢ from Don Keller, 1702 Meadow Court Bal ti more, MD 2120? ' 
It Gomes in the Mails #2, Ned Brooks,·Ed. Tl' you1re""Iooking for markets, leads on 
magazi~es! mentions of names, Ned's journal type listing makes them easy to find. No price, tho, that I could find. From Ned 
NO #13, Ruth B~rman, Ed. A news and genzine, currently running the "Olaf Loudsnore" series by Ned Brooks. Has a Harlan Bllison letter ~n how to tell amateur writers from pros who 
Just haven't sold. May use one shcrt fiction piece per issue, which could be humorous. 
25¢ from Ruth Berman, 5620 .Edgewater :Slvd., Minneapolis, MN 55417 
ORCHIST 6, Richard C. West, Ed. Special C.5. Lewis issue, neat, crisp, sercon. worth having just for the Lewis letters, the 
Kilby article, and Karen Rockow's piece of 
original research. ~1.00 from Richard West, 614 Langdon Street, Madison, Wisc. 53703. 
(Quote from C1asthead: "we look for schol- 
arly or critical articles that are thought- ful and well-written and for worthwhile 
jeux d'esprit, dealing with Tolkien in particular, science-fiction and fantasy 
generally, or with "the medieval tradition in modern literature") 
CArtAJ..u~IrH seven, Alpajpuri, r.:d. For this 
last Gath, an "ace-double" format. 'i'hought- ful article by George Barr about 'rim Kirk 
(both hrtists in the emohatic sense oI the word), sercon (serious~ constructive) lettercol, artwork extraordinary. You won't lack for depth here. ~l.00 from Alpajpuri, Box 2~, Vashon, riA 98070 
·arooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport News, 
VA 23605 rleviews of amateur fo.ntasy magazines: Part e5oboo for editors, part prospect list for writers and artists, the review col mostly puts f~ns in touch with faneds. I'll just list by sort of market and alphabetically, 
briefly mentioning standout features in the issue. SSS means 5ugges~ed SiBht unSeen, 
a ma~azine l know of only by letter, report or flier. 
I was closer to the door, but she was 
just kneeling on the rug and I was on TflY· stomach under the covers. I braced myself, 
then darted up and out the door, slamming it 
attar aie. 
Mary let out a blood-curdling shriek. 
Tommy came running from his room, and the fol.ks were upstairs in record time. Mom, 
first of all, started yelling at me for the way I had acted in the afternoon, but I 
finally got her calmed down enough to tell her that I had cleared up the mystery of 
where the magazines came from, then opened my door. When I !lipped the light on, Mary started whining and cr;ying to Mother about 
how awful I was, and what terrible people I 
go around with, until Mom completely forgot what the issue at band was, which is just as well, and I hope it stays that way. 
On the floor was a magazine. It was 
one ot the very first issues, a collector's item I guess you could say. Mary must have every issue. I picked it up, then realized what the perfume was, since the mag was 
positively reeking with it. It was sachet, !or which Mary had spent her Christma.s money. It bad been expensive, and was very long 
lasting. The other two copies would probably still carry the scent. Mary always ha.s been a sucker tor things of "quality." 
out making any noise. I didn't knov whether 
she bad seen me or not, but I vould have tq, catch her now. ~ 
helped·anything. I didn't turn on any 
lights, since my eyes were used to the 
dark, and I didn't make any noise, because 
I didn't particularly want anyone to know 
that I was back. 
When I went to my closet to get my pajamas, I remembered that Mom had made me 
put them in the dirty clothes when I dumped 
half a bottle of cola all ove~ myself the night before. Ob well, no trouble in that, just get a clean pair out of the drawer. 
But, when I opened the bottom drawer and started plowing through for a clean pair of pajamas, all of a sudden I could smell 
that perfume a.gainL By now I knew that it tied in somehow, but how can I find that out if I don't even know what it isl That 
perfuoe is driving me out of my ever-loving mind! 
Finally I gave up and went to bed. It took a while, but I dozed off after a bit ••• 
S uddenly• I was wide awake. "Darni t •" I thou~ht, "now's a fine time to get insomnia." I was just about to get 
up, when I saw that my door was half open. At first l thought I just hadn't closed it well when I came in, but then I remembered that I hadn't come in the door; 
I had come in through the window. Then I realized that I had come awake too quickly 
to have waked up just by myself; something had waked me, and the something was in the 
room. The perfume was stronger than ever. 
There was a soft creak. Mary was trying to get the dresser drawer open with- 
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The birds nest 
in the broken ~tters, in crevices of .orna~ental eaves. 
They hide oetween the buildings, 
among the broken bricks ••• Eo soft shade of leaves for these poor nestlings. 
But mother, with quick soft, bird-talk, utters 
lullabys for their rest. 
BIRDS 
by G.M. Carr 
TO BE CONTINUED 
" ••• and since you do not 
at present have a suitor to 
entertain, you may spend not one, but three hours each 
afternoon on your embroidery. This will relieve Juliana a 
little of her duties, and will prov id& you wi tr, o.,: opportur.:;. ty to complete that hanging more 
quickly. You may keep your 
maid Joan with you for com- pany: she seems to have a 
good influence upon your in- dustriousness. OtheMlise, you will see no one." Elis~o~~ rose, ~n~ r.1pr;~~~; 
in a daze, rose with her. "This schedule will commence on the morrow," she beard the 
(./ueen say. "You may go now to prepare yourself for dinner." 
Clarissa curtsied and went out with dignity, followed by 
a silent and docile Joan. They proceeded without speaking until they had put three beuds 
cf the pe~~abc be~~~~ thco; then Joan burst into giggles. 
"Chirping chaffinches! Chortling chokecherries!" 
shrieked the princess as loudly as she dared. "Did you hear her? Three hours!" She whirled Joa~una-rii a circle. "I'll be able to ~o all the way to Thorn flood and back!" 
"But won't it be dangerous?" said Joan, suddenly serious. "If the blackbirds are after you--" -- 
"I'll be disguised," Cla- 
rissa reoinded ner . "'~bey 
wouldn't know me frora the low- liest milkmaid in the dairy. I shall come end go as I please. 
I'll show those silly men-at- 
arms! I shall track the black- birds straisht to their lair 
and--phoomp!" bhe cede a pran- cinc gesture. 111-/hat marvellous, 
marvellous luck!" 
And Joan, d!'eaming of crisp, 
snowy linen end of the 5lowin~ colors of embroidery thread, could only agree. 
19 
She returned to the matter 
at hand in time to bear her 
mother say, 
that she must look do"fnright pale. Then, dismissing her ladies with a wave of her 
hand--how uo.!ortunate that they bad overheard his Lord- ship's outburstt--sbe swept down the passage to her parlour, from whence the Duke 
bad just made such & hurried 
exit. 
C larissa looked up as her mother opened the door, and detected trouble. Ma.ster Pickenby, who was equally perceptive, sprang to 
bis feet and bowed deeply, 
clutching his beribboned lute. 
Joan bobbed. 
"Master Pickenby," said 
the l,/ueen, "you may retire." 
The music master did so. 
When he had closed the door 
behind him, Llianora, who had apparently not noticed Joan, 
seated herself opposite the 
princess and folded her hands in her lap. Clarissa waited. 
"First of all," said the 
l.lueen, "the Grand Duke has withdrawn bis suit for your 
hand. This is entirely due to your deplorable lack of accomplishment in your music, 
the results of which he ~n- fortunately overheard today as he passed by the parlour." 
The Queen was too well- bred to repeat the Duke's own admission that he bad stooped 
to eavesdro?ping. It would never do to set Clarissa a bad 
example. "Secondly, and corollary thereto," continued ~lianora, 
"iiis Majesty has given me orders not t~ permit you out 
of doors. This is for your own safety," she raised her voice slightly at Clarissa's 
expression of protest, "since the blackbirds displayed an especial interest in your 
chamber during tbeir--um, 
their 'attack.' You will, therefore, remain within the castle until such time as His Majesty may deem it safe for 
you to venture out. Accord- ingly," she went on, "I have devised a schedule for you which will be in keeping witb this new aevelopment. On 
l·ionc?-ays in tP,e morning you will assist me ••• 
Clnrissa's attention 
strayed from the hateful work schedule to her father's un- fairness. She, who had so 
valiantly taken cb~ge of the castle's defense, was to be 
shut up inside while the men- at-arms, who had done nothing 
but crowd her doorway, would 
be allowed to join in the en- suing caapaagn! It wa.s down- 
ri;ht unjust, was what it was. She'd show them somehow! But 
how? 
~lianora mounted the 
stairs to the Uorth wing, still wearing her self-satisfied 
smile. J...ady Margaret and Lady Viola, who had been uade to wait outside durin5 the Queen's 
visit to the King, trailed behind at a respectful dis- 
tance • .Lady Marr,aret had re- marked on Her Majesty's benevolent air and had con- 
cluded therefrom that the ,ueen had once more prevailed upon her boor ol' a husband with cnarac teristic gentility. ~lianora's composure, however, was doomed to an untimely end: i: shattered abruptly as angry ~oo:ste~s came toward her down :he bali. A moment later, 
rounains a bend in the corri- dor, she nearly collided with the urand uuke, who scowled at her in a cost ungracious manner. 
"Nhy, your lordship," re- 
marKed the ~ueen in a voice 
tnat cana.~d to convey both surprise and mild reproof of 
hi:; :-ucieness. "rlas sor~ething 
upset you?" 
"upset me!" shrilled the 
~uke, nearly droppin6 his eye crystal. "Hadam, I have been 
~rossly deceived! You led me 
:o believe that rler highness :he orincess was an accom- plishe~ ousician, who would 
soothe my aging ears with her melodies! I took the 
liberty of following her to her le:;son--" 
~lianora's heart sank 
at this. 
"--in hopes of enjoying some ease froc the unnerving 
events of the afternoon: but the sounds which I overheard through the door were hardly 
more musical than the racket of those infernal blackbirds! 
I had been prepared, Madam, to overlook the--peculiarities 
--of Her Grace's behavior for :he sake of the advantageous 
match, but this is too much! I~ever would I consider taking a bride without musical ac- 
co~plishments! You may send servants to my apartments, r~adam, this very hour, for 
I shall take my leave ere 
nightfall. Good day, Your Majesty!" He stomped off. 
Elianora ran her hands over her headdress, straight- 
ened it slightly and patted 
her cheeks to bring the color up. :r·rom her emotional state, she supposed (and rightly) 
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suit her better. She curtsied deeply and Yithdrew. 
King Toby gnawed his 
whiskers thoughtfully for a moment, and snapped his 
fingers at the nearest page. "::>uU1mon the royal scri- 
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Here are a pair of illos for 
which we had no story this iss- 
ue! Your Art Editor, however, 
has discovered a use for them. 
Let them be inspiration to your 
own fancies; write stories, Ii m.- 
ericks, whatever you will for 
them. Then send them to us and 
you may see print l Let there be 
no limits to the number of words 
or lines; although you are aware 
that Mythril cannot print ano- 
ther Lord of the Rings. Proceed 
now to your pens and enjoy! 
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